
Confederate memorials 
  

Over 1,500 confederate symbols still stand in the United States. 

 

After 73 Confederate monuments were removed or renamed in 2021, there are now 723 left in the 

US, according to the Southern Poverty Law Center 

 

What is the Confederate Monument debate? 
Historians have debated the issue for decades, with some saying cities and other locales should keep 
the sculptures intact and accept the historical figures for who they were -- warts and all -- while others 
see them as symbols of racism, oppression and African American pain. 
 

Advocates for preservation laws contend that Confederate monuments should not be removed 

because they express grief for fallen soldiers and honor the sacrifice of ancestors. If 

statues are dismantled, the country would lose an important educational tool about the Civil War and 

its effects 

 

 National Park Service: Confederate monuments at Gettysburg an 'important part of the cultural 
landscape,' will not be removed. 
 
Most statues were erected in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, when the Southern states were eagerly 

dismantling the rights and liberties that African-Americans had enjoyed just after the Civil War, 

during Reconstruction. These states unleashed a racialized reign of terror and shored up white 

supremacy by rewriting their Constitutions to disqualify African-Americans from full citizenship. 

 

Should Statues be taken Down? 

Pro: 

The statues misrepresent history, and glorify people who perpetuated slavery, attempted secession 

from United States, and lost the Civil War. 

 

The statues are a painful reminder of past and present institutionalized racism in the United States. 

 

There are many other people who could be represented by statues who would better represent the 

historical progress and diversity of the country. 

 

Con: 
The statues represent the country’s history, no matter how complicated. Taking them down is to 

censor, whitewash, and potentially forget that history. 

 

Removing statues is a slippery slope that could lead to the brash removal of monuments to any 

slightly problematic person. 

 

The statues do not cause racism and could be used to fight racism if put into historical context. 

 

 

 

 



Thomas Jefferson, George Washington owned slaves – should monuments be 

removed? 

 

As a Jew how would you feel seeing a seeing a Swastika in public square? Or a Hitler 

statue? 

 

Is there some kind of compromise on this issue? 

 

Is erasing history a wise or good decision? 

 

Should a minority dictate statue removal? 

 

Does being a racist override all good things a person has done? 

   (Woodrow Wilson, Jefferson, Washington, Henry Ford) 


